ORDER

Whereas, the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (herein after called the “Commission”) deems it to be proper that in the interest of investors in securities and the capital market, certain directions should be issued to the Stock Exchanges and listed companies/securities regarding the holding of Annual General Meeting (AGM)/Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM), meeting of the Board of Directors (BOD), publication and dissemination of Price Sensitive Information and requirements of monthly/quarterly submissions and other submissions to the Commission and the Exchanges;

Whereas, the Commission issued an Order no. SEC/SRMIC/04-231/932 dated 24 March 2020 allowing temporary relaxations regarding compliance with the provisions of Listing Regulations or other securities laws relating to holding of AGM/EGM, Board of Directors’ Meeting, publication and dissemination of Price Sensitive Information (PSI) and requirements of monthly/quarterly submissions and other submissions to the Commission as well as holding AGM/EGM/BOD using digital platform through webinar/teleconference/any means of electronic devices due to the world-wide effect of coronavirus and its risk of spreading among the participants of the said meetings subject to the limitations or compliances in other regulatory framework;

Now, therefore, in exercise of the power conferred by section 20A of the Securities and Exchange Ordinance, 1969 (XVII of 1969), the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission hereby directs the following issues to the Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited, the Chittagong Stock Exchange Limited and all listed companies/securities, namely:-

(a) In order to avoid large gathering at one place and to maintain social distancing for holding AGM/EGM, listed companies may use digital platform at different locations considering the geographical dispersal of its members/shareholders subject to ensuring proper protective measures during the meeting, ensuring voting and other rights of shareholders as well as the limitations and compliances in other regulatory framework;

(b) In case of using any digital platform, proceedings of the said meetings (AGM/EGM) shall be recorded in both soft and hard copies in such a way that subsequent verification can be undertaken and such hard copies shall be duly authenticated as per regulatory requirement;

(c) The directors of the listed companies may hold their board meetings through use of digital platform ensuring proper records of attendances of the participants of the meeting in both soft and hard copies subject to the limitations and compliances in other regulatory framework;

(d) The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions of this order to the notice of all the listed companies and also disseminate on their websites; and

(e) The Commission’s Order no. SEC/SRMIC/04-231/932 dated 24 March 2020 is hereby repealed.

This Order shall have immediate effect.

By order of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission
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